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FROM THE EDITOR
L

ast year was a banner year for political
correctness and senseless activism on
the Hill, and, as this year lies behind us half
unfolded, it looks as if 1997-1998 will
prove no different.
And the usual suspects are present:
The anti-business crowd. Last year,
we saw the twilight of the Tufts Burma
Action Group, the brainchild of student
activist Kathy Polias that sought to help the
aggrieved population of Myanmar through
the soda fountain at Tufts’s dining halls.
Sound strange? It is. TBAG’s incredibly
simplified reasoning went as follows:
Myanmar’s government is guilty of horrendous human rights abuses; PepsiCo does
business in Myanmar; therefore, PepsiCo
is guilty of horrendous human rights abuses.
Never in the entire course of the campus
“dialogue” on this issue did TBAG elaborate on the phrase “does business,” but for
many Jumbos the mere act of conducting
business is enough to damn anybody. Only
when Pepsi withdrew from Myanmar because it wasn’t profitable did the situation
fizzle out.
Miss Polias’s post-graduation legacy
remains alive this year through the Student
Coalition for Investor Responsibility at
Tufts which she founded. Apparently realizing the immense power a handful of students could wield by convincing the University to force all students to make consumer decisions informed by the opinions
of a radical few, they set their eyes on Tufts
not-quite-yet $400 million endowment. Get
the University to sink its investments into
only those corporations that the far left
deems “socially responsible,” and, all of a
sudden, fifteen college activists have a
corporate-sized wallet to execute their
schemes. Sound ridiculous? That’s why
SCIRT keeps its name out of The Daily this
year, for the most part, while committee
after bureaucratic committee passes resolutions in favor of their master plan.
Big labor. Last year, a gang of union
protesters gathered outside Ballou Hall at
seven o’clock in the morning to call attention to the business activities of Tufts trustee
Monte Haymon. Most Jumbos slept through
the proceedings, of course, but a barrage of
fliers littered campus windshields and
kiosks containing a slew of lies and un-
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truths which Mr. Haymon summarily refuted in the next day’s Daily.
I don’t think anybody needs to be
reminded of the activities of this year’s
big-labor radicals. If nothing else, the
UNICCO saga should serve as a textbook
refutation of the notion that unions protect
workers better than the marketplace. And
anybody who thinks the UNICCO protests
are only about a couple of workers who
innocently want their jobs back should
make sure to spot the representative from
national Socialist organizations who always appear at the Ballou protests to hawk
their papers.
Racism alarmists. Last year, one or
two minor racial incidents on campus
spawned a volley of Daily viewpoints
which somehow managed to convince the
campus that some kind of race-relations
problem existed. Administrators swooned
and established the Task Force on Race,
the bureaucratic bungle that, after having
done nothing for an entire year, must be
bona fide experts in Roberts’ Rules of
Order while understanding nothing about
the racial situation on campus.
Which brings to mind Rubén Salinas
Stern. Stern typifies the way Tufts looks at
race— a discourse that consists of lobbing
isms and labels at your enemy without
actually arguing against them. The big
ism, of course, is racism, an ism that, once
lobbed, need not be supported by any evidence. Damning as these accusations can
be, Stern attached it to conservatism in
general. But an ad hominem does not an
argument make. Even normally apathetic
and anti-SOURCE Jumbos wrote The Daily
to censure Stern. Alas, few realized that his
attitude was not just his own viewpoint but
the institutionalized policy of Tufts’s culture-house orthodoxy and race-relations
bureaucracies.
The way things are going, it looks as
if conservatives can continue to look upon
Tufts’s follies with the occasional chuckle
and the somewhat more common stomp of
frustration. But one thing we can at least
celebrate now is our one-month vacation
from it all. Happy holidays.
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From the Elephant’s Mouth
☞ The revolution retreats— to the mall? Students United for
Labor Justice moves their dog-and-pony show from the Guess?
shop on Newbury Street to the Cambridgeside Galleria “due to
inclement weather,” reports The Daily. The revolution will not be
televised, especially if there’s rain or long lines at The Cheesecake Factory…. Prodigal “Viewpoints” penwoman Hillary
Bassett waxes syllogistically, “I believe as a whole, we [whites]
are ignorant…. Don’t blame yourself for being white. Blame
yourself for being ignorant.” And don’t blame Hillary for not
taking Logic…. One of these things is not like the other ones:
Cultural Solidarity Week, planned for this Spring, is being
sponsored by the usual suspects: Hispanic-American Society,
Pan-African Alliance, TTLGBC, the Asian Community at Tufts,
and Hillel. Hillel? The first event will be a forum titled, “Queering
Tiger Woods: His Life as a Jewish Lesbian.”
☞ As Hillary “Kill Whitey” Bassett proves, The Daily will give
any chump with a pulse a byline. Taking a break from teaching
sociology at the 23rd best college in the 508 area code to bash
Tufts’s UNICCO policy, Worcester State College prof. Corey
Dolgon writes, “Tufts… seems to have no more vision as an
institution of higher learning than the nearest McDonald’s.”
Which, we assume, is where most of his students end up working
after graduation…. Activist nonpareil Emily Krems boasts, “It’s
so rewarding to work with immigrants and making [sic] a difference in their lives.” A pastime she no doubt picked up while
writing one of SULJ’s tracts on how ISS workers are less deserving of jobs because of their immigrant status.
☞ Daily watch: Kwanzaa evangelist Tiphanie Y. G. Gundel fixes
the date of Kwanzaa’s holiday-cum-race-war creation as December 26th, 1996, which curiously postdates THE SOURCE’s “Twelve
Days of Kwanzaa” Christmas Carol by two years. Actually, Dr.

Karenga’s year was 1966, but you
knew that, and we won’t remind you
that more than a dozen PAA members
obstructed a SOURCE meeting for nearly two
hours because we once misspelled
“Kwanzaa” .… Rambles John DiBiaggio,
“If we at universities are indeed the
intelligentcia [sic] of our society, and if our
student body is composed of the future leadership of this nation and the world….” At Tufts? On second
thought, maybe we do have a binge-drinking problem after all.
☞ Ch-ch-ch-ch-changes: the ever-active TTLGBC announces it
will apply to Res Life for a group housing unit. Now all they have
to do is find a place on campus with more bathrooms than
bedrooms…. Adding uproariously to Tufts’s acronym soup, Glamour girl Andi Friedman forms the Feminist Alliance at Tufts. We
swear we are not making this up…. How could we forget about
“Viewpoints” radical Aléx Shâlöm? Just to clear up any misconceptions, we place the term “radical” in front of names of people
who stump for communism, and “[sic]” after all abuses of the
English language.
☞ PREDICTIONS: Emily Krems helps the immigrant community some
more by reporting them all to the INS…. Alêx Shålõm cranks out two
dozen letters every day until such time as he can finally add a SOURCE
publication credit to his resumé.
☞ Happy Kwanzaa. No, merry Kwanzaa. Kwanzaa tidings?
Salaam walekum? Ah, screw it. Merry Christmas.
☞ THE ELEPHANT never forgets.
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Commentary
The Phantom of The Daily
“Groups call new Dewick policy racially motivated,” read the
headline in The Tufts Daily, preparing many students for yet
another instance of Tufts’s various left-wing culture groups crying
racism for no visible reason. The new policy in question requires
student groups to pay higher fees to rent out the dining hall’s space
if their events include non-Tufts students due to a new requirement
that demands increased security detail. In plain fact, the new rule’s
critics are absolutely correct. The change is unfriendly to Tufts
students and a hostile slap in the face to students from other
colleges who wish to attend events at Tufts. The notion that TUPD
must provide stricter security to an event attended by other local
college students— principally from Harvard and MIT— is downright laughable. Moreover, Tufts can never expect to be a nationally recognized elite university if it insulates itself from the rest of
Boston’s thriving collegiate community.
Although this rule would conceivably affect any student
group that invites “outsiders” to its events, culture groups note that
they are hit particularly hard by it because their events rely on
students from other schools to draw sufficiently large crowds.
Which, of course, is a completely different thing from calling a
policy “racially motivated.” That culture groups are affected in a
certain way by a policy is a matter of objective fact; to argue that
the policy was instituted for the specific purpose of excluding
minorities is another matter entirely, not to mention an absolutely
ridiculous proposition. Tufts’s administrators and the Office of
Student Activities have a long history of bending over backwards
to accommodate minority interests. One can scarcely even imagine an individual racially biased against minorities employed at
this institution.
The inanity of this accusation notwithstanding, culture groups
ought not be condemned for it— principally because it was a

charge levied in The Daily’s headline and nowhere else. Not a
single individual quoted in the article charged as such, instead
producing cogent reasons why the policy harms their organizations. What is evident from the article is that a handful of students
are fostering debate over this issue while The Daily is more
concerned with authoring sensationalist headlines and fanning the
flames of a racial “problem” that exists only in its own pages.
Left Coast
California, like various other states across the nation, has
decided to rewrite its standards and guidelines for the academic
subjects taught in its public schools, including science. Upon
learning this intention, three Nobel laureates in chemistry volunteered to assist in the rewriting process at no charge. With
American children testing well below those of other advanced
nations in the sciences, these professors have answered the call—
by their own volition. Instead of showing them gratitude for their
selfless generosity, California’s education bureaucracy had the
audacity not only to reject their offer, but also to spend $178,000
in taxpayer money to contract a group of primarily professional
educators. This travesty touches upon the public-education
establishment’s now deep-seated animosity for higher-level educators and scholars.
Unfortunately, Clinton and the Democrats have effectively
marginalized most criticisms of public education, which have
garnered impressive political clout in recent years. Not surprisingly, Clinton has reaped the benefits of this alliance— both in his
war-chest and at the ballot box. Nevertheless, the real victim of
this sordid state of affairs is not Bob Dole or George Bush, but the
average public-school student. This clout has led to the protection
of sub-par teachers and administrators through tenure, to the
triumph of “diversity education” over actual education, and even
to the denial of opportunities for academic advancement. For
instance, the Berkeley, California, school
board refuses to offer advanced-placement history courses which they eschew
as “fact-based” history. By brushing aside
Nobel laureates and standardized exams,
educrats obsessed with trendy multi-culti
causes risk selling short the futures of
California’s children.
Nothing Sacred
The present Commander-in-Chief has
never made any bones about his disdain
for the US military. Dodging the draft
wasn’t enough; he even protested his own
country while on Russian territory. Not
long after the Veterans’ Day holiday,
Americans learned that President Clinton
granted waivers to undeserving cronies
seeking burial in the exclusive Arlington
National Cemetery. The latest controversy
involves the late Ambassador to Switzer-
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land, M. Larry
Lawrence. According
to the Clinton Administration,
Mr.
Lawrence served
aboard the merchantmarine ship SS Horace
Bushnell, from which
he was thrown overboard in a 1945 torpedo attack off the Siberian coast.
As usual, state bureaucrats play craps.
Unfortunately,
Lawrence never served
aboard that ship, and may not have served at all. Representative New York the Big Apple. This argument, too, carries little weight
Terry Everett, Chairman of Veterans’ Affairs subcommittee on when one remembers that these cultural “conservatives” remained
oversight and investigations, asserts that the ambassador’s name conspicuously silent when the Walt Disney Corporation began
does not appear in several places a rational person would expect it, converting several blocks of the Times Square area into a Losincluding the ship’s manifest. Also, the captain of the Horace Angeles-style monument to kitsch.
Bushnell never reported anyone being cast into the frigid arctic
The idea that New Yorkers need state bureaucrats to preserve
waters. Arlington National Cemetery conducted a search which their culture is ludicrous— these same bureaucrats are responsible
uncovered no information relating Lawrence to the Horace Bushnell for the zoning laws that allowed Disney to nose its way into
when he performed a background check. Nevertheless, the admin- Midtown in a decidedly un-capitalist manner. New Yorkers
istration forced through the waiver to allow the former ambassador’s seriously opposed to any cultural changes, of course, have the
burial there. The decision might reflect the fact that Mr. Lawrence right to organize boycotts of the casinos and convince consumers
was a heavy contributor to the Democratic National Committee. not to frequent these establishments— but, as is usually the case,
Considering President Clinton’s prior record of White House it is far easier for these elites to have the government impose their
coffees and Lincoln bedroom sleepovers, this latest instance of ideals on the people through legal coercion. The idea that people
influence-peddling comes as no surprise.
need the state to preserve their culture is just as paternalistic as the
idea that the state should protect them from their bad habits, and
Wherever The Chips May Fall
New Yorkers should assert their own dignity by telling their
government that they would prefer to let the free market— and the
Anti-free-market demagogues on the left and right allied to will of consumers— decide what businesses exist in their city.
object to Rudy Giuliani’s proposal to convert New York City’s
barren Governors Island into a legalized-gambling mecca, a “Monte
Impeach Reno
Carlo Two,” as the mayor put it. The formidable opposition to the
proposal leaves proponents of capitalism wondering just what is so
Admittedly, Attorney General Janet Reno is an intelligent
different about the gambling industry that the public feels it does not lawyer who boasted a commendable track record as a Miami
merit the same protection afforded to any other business. Just like prosecutor, but she was nonetheless the product of President
any other industry, casinos offer their customers a service— enter- Clinton’s drive to create a cabinet that “looks like America” rather
tainment— and charge a fee for that service— bets. It is true that many than one reflecting America’s best. Since her appointment, Reno’s
individuals ruin their lives through compulsive gambling, but such performance has illustrated the futility of choosing an individual
is their own personal responsibility and is an argument against the on the primary basis of sex.
gambling industry no more than the prevalence of alcoholism is an
Case in point: Reno’s refusal to appoint an independent counsel
argument in favor of Prohibition.
to investigate alleged Clinton fund-raising abuses, despite receiving
Any pretense New York has towards the paternalistic albeit a memo from FBI director Louis Freeh stating that an independent
popular ideal of protecting citizens from their own irresponsibility counsel was necessary due to a conflict of interest involving the
crumbles when one considers that the state— like all others in the White House, Justice Department, and the Democratic Party. Even
union— actively supports gambling through its State Lottery. The New York Times praised Freeh as “deeply concerned that the
State bureaucrats opposed to a privately run casino should be Chinese attempted to influence the outcomes of American elechonest about their motives and confess that what really irks them tions.” Reno’s dismissal of his advice clearly stems from her
is profit— not gambling.
sycophantic loyalty toward King Billy. Her performance impugns
Another common objection to the proposal— reiterated by both her competence as Attorney General and the nature of her
the normally right-wing New York Post— is that a casino on political appointment. Like her boss, Janet Reno has shamelessly
Governors Island would somehow destroy New York’s “culture,” abandoned her duties to the American people.
that it might somehow wound that je ne sais quoi that makes the
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Fortnight in Review

SM

Comedy is allied to Justice.
—Aristophanes

PS The INS is investigating to see if Elvia Garcia, a 19-year-old
charged with poisoning her newborn baby with adult painkillers,
is an illegal alien. After all, crossing the border is a serious offense
that the US won’t take lightly.
PS James Sanders, the author of a book arguing that a military
missile downed TWA Flight 800, was arrested for stealing evidence from the flight wreckage. Found in his house were hundreds
of bags of peanuts and tiny bottles of Jim Beam.
PS Celeb-spotting eyes sighted Windows icon Bill Gates grab his
bodyguard’s wife to cut a rug on the dance floor at Las Vegas’s
Harley-Davidson Café. They took off when Bill aborted with a
General Protection Fault and froze up for no apparent reason.
PS Newsweek apologized for touching up septuplet-mom Bobbi
McCaughey’s horrendous teeth on the cover of a recent issue.
Responded ever-loving hubby Kenny, “Can you do that to her
stretch marks?”
PS In an elementary school’s mock trial in Bismarck, North
Dakota a jury of fifth graders took less than an hour to find tobacco
companies guilty of poisoning and addicting people. The smoking
execs were sentenced to writing, “I will not commit murder” fifty
times on the chalkboard.
PS Navigation experts in Vicksburg, Mississippi, hope new
video cameras on the Mississippi River will show why towboats
hit a sandbar when the water level is low. Could it be because the
water level is low?
PS A Springfield, Ohio, high school closed for a day because of
a dangerous level of poisonous coliform bacteria in the school’s
wells and plumbing. Upon closer inspection, they found out it was
just the teachers’ union.
PS Portland, Oregon, officials are worried a dearth of hotels will
harm the city’s bid for the Democratic National Convention in
2000; the convention requires 20,000 hotel rooms, and Portland
only has 16,000. To help out, Bill Clinton graciously agreed to
share his suite with any Democratic women.
PS Except Hillary.

PS Cracking down on “extremist” religious groups, various
European governments began listing Hasidic Jews, Buddhists,
Mormons, and Quakers as “dangerous sects.” Testifying for the
prosecution, Liz Ammons.
PS The Massachusetts Teachers’ Association announced it would
formally oppose Gov. Cellucci’s proposed tax cuts. They’re afraid
parents will have enough money to send their kids to private school.
PS A Los Angeles court began the trial of Jonathan Norman,
charged with stalking Dreamworks kingpin Steven Spielberg. The
defense insists he was just trying to get his money back for Lost
World.
PS Recently released information proves that Clinton-contributor
and wealthy FOB Larry Lawrence, buried last year in Arlington
National Cemetery, never actually served in the military. Clinton’s
chances of being buried there are getting better everyday.
PS Real-estate developers and New York officials are considering proposals to turn Governors Island, an abandoned Coast Guard
base, into a luxury resort and legalized-gambling Mecca. New
York’s strategy to steal some of Atlantic City’s action includes
making the Statue of Liberty nude.
PS The Walt Disney Corporation leveled an entire block of 42nd
Street buildings as part of its plans to change the face of the onetime sleaze-street into a luxury hotel complex. “Mommy, Goofy’s
selling crack and pimping whores!”
PS A local fire station which displays a Toys-for-Tots sign in front
of the house each year, was made to remove it by decree of a Grinchesque bureaucrat. The fire department and community members are
outraged that the hook and ladders will not be able to collect as many
toys this year as a result. In unrelated news, Ass. Dean Reitman is
reported to be moonlighting as a zoning inspector.
PS Bono and the boys had a rough time in Mexico when bodyguards for President Ernesto Zedillo’s sons beat up some of U2’s
cameramen and security. A song chronicling the event will be on
their next album. It’s called, “Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kick My Ass.”
PS Facing a one year suspension from the NBA for manhandling
his coach, Golden State Gangbanger Latrell Spreewell is seeking
legal advice from Jesse Jackson and Johnnie Cochran. If the Cons
don’t fit, you must acquit.

PS Big Apple feminists are celebrating the achievements of
Sheila Connors, the first female “doorperson” at The Plaza hotel.
She went into the business when she found out she couldn’t cook.

PS A judge sentenced Manhattan dentist Richard Zinaman to
three to six years for molesting a number of female patients after
knocking them out with laughing gas. President Clinton is considering pardoning the man he calls “a revolutionary genius.”

PS Beverly Hills millionaire Joseph Maddalena paid $400,000 at
a Christie’s auction for a letter written by President Lincoln to the
daughter of a Civil War soldier killed in battle. Also auctioned off
was Clinton’s letter to the mother of a Vietnam soldier saying,
“Sorry your son died in my place.”

PS Monday night Tufts once again indulged in the rich tradition of the Naked Quad Run, this time with security detail.
Overheard at the spectacle, “Look! Chief Wiggum isn’t wearing any pants!”
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The Idle
Tower
Your friendly conservative guide
to quick-fixes and follies at
colleges and universities across
the country
The Estrogen-Challenged
Need Not Apply
Introducing the University’s new
Women’s Leadership Award, The
Harvard Crimson writes, “The award is
open to any student leader, male or female, who has played an influential role
in women’s leadership…. ‘They’re going
to look at that person and say, “Wow,
look what she did!” said Gaard.’”
Courtesy of Peninsula
My God, They Even
Have A Newspaper
When SUNY Binghamton abolished
its requirement that all incoming students
take courses on “The Nature of Oppression” and “The Social Construction of
Inequity,” a proponent of the requirement
was quoted as saying, “With this vote, the
right wing has consolidated its hold on
this campus and the neo-fascist takeover
is complete.”
Courtesy of Contumacy
But Undergrads Can Stick With Marx

Take The Racism Test
We’ve secretly replaced every instance of the word “white” in Task Force on Race
member Hillary Bassett’s Viewpoint with “black.” Think it sounds racist? So do we.
I want to know when we are going to talk about black ignorance. Now for those
black students reading this, please refrain from taking the defensive and listen to
what I have to say. Realize for a minute that I am a member of the black race, but
I admittedly have difficulty in taking pride in it. I believe, as a whole, we are
ignorant.... To transform this ignorance into understanding, we need to ask
ourselves questions regarding our race.... We have the power to change society’s
structure.... Think about your race. Think about what it means to be black.... Don’t
blame yourself for being black. Blame yourself for being ignorant.

After cementing a relationship with
Chinese “President” Jiang Zemin, University of Pennsylvania President Judith
Rodin agreed to sponsor a crash-course in
capitalism for the Communist state’s finest bureaucrats. Notes The Daily Pennsylvanian, “The new Executive Education management program is designed to
familiarize executives in state-owned
Chinese enterprises and multinational corporations with free-market practices in
order to enhance their competitiveness.”
Courtesy of The Red And Blue
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Goddard Chapel can do a better job
serving Tufts’s religious community.

One Chapel
Under God
by Tara Shingle

G

oddard Chapel, an organization de
voted to providing spiritual resources,
is in a position unlike any other to promote
unity on our campus. The chapel advertises
itself as “A Center for All Faiths,” both in
The Pachyderm and on a sign near the
building. The motive behind this is to provide religious support for the many different beliefs represented at Tufts, and such
support is certainly needed. However, the
chapel has the potential to become a
sounder, more practical spiritual resource
than it has yet offered.
The chapel seems to be caught up in
the scramble for “diversity” so popular
these days, but it should be the last to do so.
God’s direction transcends political trends.
The emphasis commonly placed on race or
culture— in other words, differences—
undermines the spiritual, God-bestowed
unity we can all feel. Considering the sharp
divides which culture and race place between us, spiritual love is indeed the only
true source of harmony.
Says page 26 of The Pachyderm, “The
chapel sponsors interfaith programs of a
religious, cultural, and ethnic nature.” Reverend Scotty McLennan, our University
Chaplain, indicated in a recent interview
with THE SOURCE that he was unsure why
the terms “cultural” and “ethnic” would be
included. Since these are the very opponents of the spiritual brotherhood these
programs can foster, the Reverend’s doubt
is understandable.
Only when spirituality and culture are
separate can a deeper sense of peace and
unity be felt among those of differing backgrounds. For many faiths, “religion is clearly
part of culture,” said McLennan. Yet if
God loves all of us as His children, ‘diversity-labels’ make no difference to Him. We
can either regard our foreign counterparts
from across a cultural bridge, or we can
understand them as fellow children of God,
receiving no more or less love from Him

because of material circumstances than we
do. Which is more aligned with unity?

T

o create one center for all faiths is
impossible. Perhaps the only building
that would meet this criteria is a whitewalled room with no furniture; yet even
then, groups would continue to take offense at one detail or another. Indeed,
Tufts’s Muslims chose to establish their
own center, and, though a rabbi is associated with the chapel, Jewish students prefer
Hillel.
An honest assessment of Goddard
chapel would reveal a Christian tendency.
Though Jesus Christ is conspicuously absent, the stained-glass windows portray his
disciples. Except for Rabbi Summit, chapel
officials belong to Christian denominations. Buildings called “chapels” are traditionally Christian; “a place of worship used
by a Christian group other than the established church” is one Merriam-Webster
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definition. The chapel has emphasized its
openness, and it has admirably established
this position with a wealth of provisions
aimed at various faiths. However, nonChristians evidently still feel alienated.
At the recent TTLGBC Coming-Out
Rally, the Reverend announced that
Goddard Chapel has instituted an official
policy granting its space for same-sex union
ceremonies. This is another example of
alienation. McLennan mentioned that he
felt compelled to create a policy because he
had been asked for it more than once, so the
public statement naturally followed. However, the chapel’s support of gay unions
aligns it with political liberalism.
The Reverend noted that his speech
was personal and not representative of the
chapel; nevertheless, we can now expect
chapel policy to be determined in part by
his personal beliefs. Had the chapel leader
practiced a faith opposed to homosexual
behavior, the same-sex union policy might
now be different. Furthermore, McLennan
admitted in his interview that he sometimes turns down groups requesting use of
the chapel. No matter how large the consensus would be that Goddard should not,
for example, host a cult sacrifice, officials
still must make these decisions.
Besides announcing Goddard’s new
policy at the TTLGBC rally, McLennan

Please see, “Chapel,”
continued on page 20.
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A Faith Of Our Own

Tragically, too few members of the community are sufficiently educated
about Regattawawa, the conservative celebration of wealth, profit,
freedom, and equal justice for all that rolls around every December and
continues all year long.

The eight principles of Regattawawa are:
Reaganiwowow: Casting the Gipper as hipper than Tipper.
Richbobanga: Playing the market, keeping prices— and wages— down.
Robustobambino: Boycotting Cuba, except for a good smoke.
Mojoinsensitivemo: Never beginning a sentence with the words, “As a....”
Maryjoihaha: Reserving the right to joke about any Kennedy for any reason.
Berniegoetzobango: Packing a .357 on the Orange Line.
Welfaremamamama: Wailing “Get a job” instead of buying Spare Change.
Hamburgerbangbang: Eating raw, bloody, dead, red meat. Especially veal.
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The Primary Source Prese
Fill The Hill
sung to the tune of Deck The Halls
Fill the Hill with marching janitors.
Fa la la la la la la la la
Tell Jumbos, “Don’t blame their managers!”
Fa la la la la la la la la
Higher prices, crappy service.
Fa la la la la la la la la
Workers with records, students nervous.
Fa la la la la la la la la
“See the hardships laid upon us!”
Fa la la la la la la la la
“Come join our protesting chorus!”
Fa la la la la la la la la
“Follow us in Marxist quests!”
Fa la la la la la la la la
“Over-priced labor is the best!”
Fa la la la la la la la la
Fast away their jobs all pass.
Fa la la la la la la la la
No one cares, not lad or lass.
Fa la la la la la la la la

There’s No Frats
sung to the tune of Jingle Bells
Stumbling through the snow,
Been drinking in the dorms,
Going to P-Row,
Hoping for no storms!
Beer cans bang and clank,
As mouths drop open wide,
Situation’s rank, because
They won’t let us inside!
Oh! there’s no frats, there’s no frats,
There’s no frats tonight!
What a pain to go this far
And find no booze in sight!
Oh! there’s no frats, there’s no frats,
There’s no frats for us!
Let’s egg Johnny’s Gifford House,
Nothing else to do at Tufts!

Yell them angrily all together.
Fa la la la la la la la la
Replacements bring much better weather.
Fa la la la la la la la la

O Come All Ye Failures
sung to the tune of O Come All Ye Faithful
O come all ye failures
Who couldn’t get to Harvard.
O come commune with lefties
At your fav’rite safety school.
Come and be bitter
You’re not in the Ivy League.
Don’t be humiliated,
Become assimilated,
Our egos ain’t inflated
At this here safety school.
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Rubén Salinas
sung to the tune of
Rubén Salinas
Blabbers nonsense
With a mouth that

Rubén Salinas
Likes to speak out
‘Cause we need m

There must have b
To get in here they

Oh, Rubén Salinas
Writes The Daily,
Ability to prove hi
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ents: Christmas Carols 1997
Teddy, The Red-Nosed Senator
sung to the tune of Rudolph, The Red-Nosed Reindeer
Teddy, the red-nosed Senator
Has a very sketchy past,
And, were the Bay State normal,
His career would never last.
All of the other Senators
Used to laugh and call him names.
They never knew poor Teddy
Was so good at drinking games.
Back, one hazy drunken night,
Mary Jo came to say;
“Teddy, with your nose so red,
Won’t you take me home to bed?”
Then, all the lefties loved him,
And they sung collectively,
“Corruption, theft, lies, and murder:
You’ll go down in history!”
God Rest Ye Bitter Janitors
sung to the tune of God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen
God rest ye bitter janitors,
You never did your job.
You march around with union signs like lazy, drunken slobs.
For all we know, you have a couple “friends” inside the Mob.
Get another job, we surely don’t want you!
We don’t want you!
Get another job, we surely don’t want you!

f Frosty the Snowman

e about race
slanders our good name ‘n’ standing in this place.

on this school,
more kids unqualified and dumbing-down’s the rule.

been some white boys who got really screwed this year;
y should have said they were black Hispanic queers.

The Eight Days of Chanukah
sung to the tune of The Twelve Days of Christmas
On the eighth day of Chanukah,
My girlfriend gave to me:
Eight “Do you love me?”’s,
Seven “Do you hate me?”’s,
Six “I have a headache!”’s,
Five “Where are you going?”’s
Four “Not right now!”’s!
Three “Do I look fat?”’s,
Two “You had me worried!”’s,
And a “Just where were you yesterday?”
On the eighth day of Chanukah,
My boyfriend gave to me:
Eight Hallmark “I-love-you”’s
Seven Hillel causes,
Six belts from The Gap,
Five pounds of fat-free gelt,
Four purple ponies!
Three “You look fine”’s,
Two Grand Cherokees,
And a gold pledge-pin from Alpha Phi.

s
but he lacks
is point with anything like facts.
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More Christmas Carols
Rockin’ Around the Frat Party
sung to the tune of Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree
Rockin’ around the frat party
With a soft drink in your hand!
Two guests per brother by policy,
Partygoers love the band.

Tufts Connect Rock
sung to the tune of Jingle Bell Rock
Tufts Connect, Tufts Connect, Tufts Connect Rock!
Phones never ring and cable just stinks.
Billing is sucking up bundles of cash.
Now the shakedown starts at last.

You will get no buzzing feeling
Drinking at P-Row.
Jumbos chugging warm O’Doul’s
What a bunch of lousy tools!

Tufts Connect, Tufts Connect, Tufts Connect Rock!
Bureaucrats joke while students go broke.
Ov’rlooking, ignoring all student complaints
Heard on Walnut Hill!

Rockin’ around the frat party,
No drunks get in your way.
The restroom’s free, and the floor is clean.
Have a bitchin’ Saturday!

What a bad time!
It’s never the right time
To talk on the phone!
Tufts Connect time, buck-a-minute time,
But we’re spoiled brats so nobody cares!
So giddy up, Jumbos,
Run up those bills.
Nothing here changes
And never will.
Ballou meddlers love to fleece us for cash—
That’s the Jumbo way!

FIPG says this is the way
To a safer party scene.
Later we’ll roll twenty-sided die,
Let off some Magic steam!
You’ll get no hungov’r feeling
Or bad Sunday mornings.
Instead of hectic beer-goggling,
It’ll just be you and cyber-porning.
Rockin’ around the frat party,
Sober fun just ain’t the way.
Gimme moonshine and bathtub gin,
That’s the American way!
O Christmas Tree
1997 re-write
O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree,
Cut out of field in thy green prime!
O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree,
Cut out of field in thy green prime!

Grown by money-grubbing capitalists
Sold to Christ-worshipping rightists
O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree,
How I wish I could save thee!
O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree,
A symbol of oppression!
O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree,
A symbol of oppression!

Hark! Brad Snyder Does Proclaim
sung to the tune of Hark! The Herald Angels Sing
Hark! Brad Snyder does proclaim,
“National health care is our aim.”
“Hire all the janitors back,
Even if they smoked some crack.”
“Raze the houses on P-Row—
All the lefties told me so.”
Hark! The Viewpoints hack proclaims,
“It must be whitey who’s to blame.”
Brad, by Daily chumps adored,
But the rest of us are bored.
On Thursday, he prints his rant;
Read it all— I bet you can’t.
“Affirmative action for us all!”
“One-world government is the balls!”
“Gay marriage for all Cath’lics!”
“Unpaid internships are plain sick!”
Hark! Brad Snyder does proclaim,
“You’re all cheaters and I’m lame.”

Your boughs weighed down with bric-a-brac,
Atop a sweatshop-labor present stack,
O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree,
A symbol of oppression!
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The sad truth about America’s
dangerous new holiday.

Fear And Loathing
In December
by Philip De Vaul

K

wanzaa, the Black American “cel
ebration of the oneness and goodness
of life,” has much more than meets the
eye— including a deeply flawed origin and
a treacherous doctrine of racial separatism.
Since its invention in 1966, it has grown
into a fairly mainstream celebration that
pretends to date back centuries and have
deep spiritual roots. Yet it is nothing more
than a racist concoction of standard-fare
black separatism that Americans have come
to look upon with skepticism and suspicion
in their other manifestations.
According to literature found at Tufts’s
Capen House, the African American resource center on campus, Kwanzaa was
created in 1966 in response to “the major
exploitation of Black America during October, November, December, or the Christmas Season” and to the fact that “Black
Americans didn’t have a holiday.” The
implication is that Thanksgiving and Christmas somehow exclude blacks— yet the
number of major holidays designed specifically for whites, Hispanics, or Asians
add up to zero. Thanksgiving transcends
racial boundaries and has become as important an American holiday as Independence Day. Christmas is similarly inclusive; it is a religious holiday, and Christianity makes no racial delineations. Even most
non-Christians feel quite comfortable with
the more secularized version of the holiday
in modern America, recognizing it as a day
when families can come together, or, at the
very least, get presents. No major American holidays are racially exclusive. That
most were created by whites in a Europeanderived culture means nothing; were that
the case, Martin Luther King, Jr., Day
would hold no significance for whites. But
it does— because it is a part of an American
culture that transcends race. Black Americans do not need a holiday all to themselves— no one has one.
America’s racial inclusiveness clearly

thwarts flawed suppositions that the Christmas season is a re-enactment of the Jim
Crow years. The only segregation present
in the season is that which Kwanzaa itself
attempts to instill. Pretending to proffer an
admirable moral code, Kwanzaa’s values
are offensive and duplicitous.
The spirit of Kwanzaa is represented
by seven principles known as the Nguzo
Saba. These principles are meant not simply as ideals to celebrate once a year, but as
actual guidelines as to how black Americans should live their lives. Among them is
the principle of Ujima, or Collective Work
and Responsibility. The definition is frightening. Ujima calls for black Americans to
build and maintain their own community
and share its problems and benefits. But
what it really constitutes is nothing more
than a call for racial separatism. Substitute
the word “white” for “black”; the ideal of
whites striving to create an exclusive community for themselves exists in certain
circles— namely, skinheads and the Klan.
Needless to say, neither of these groups

resemble the sort of community Tufts usually speaks of creating. The ideal community should be one where Americans help
out other Americans regardless of color.
This may not be the reality in present-day
America, but a community where blacks
and whites work together is the only reality
worth striving for. The principle of Ujima
rejects that ideal.
Another sketchy principle is that of
Ujamaa, or Cooperative Economics. It states
that blacks should become entrepreneurs,
which is admirable. Unfortunately, it also
states that they should maintain and profit
principally from their own businesses within
their own community— the segregated
society they created through Ujima. With
Ujamaa, Kwanzaa extends its promotion of
a separatist lifestyle to the marketplace. A
perfect example of Cooperative Economics is the bumper sticker found on one of the
Kwanzaa-related web-sites that pleads,
“Buy Black Books From Black Book
Stores.” Once again, try substituting “white”
for “black.”
Besides being overtly racist, buying
according to racial preference diminishes
the effectiveness of our marketplace— a
free market that has been the major source
of American strength for over 200 years. If
a white man owns the Chevrolet dealership
in the neighborhood but blacks insist on
buying Yugos because they know that the
dealership is run by fellow blacks, not only

Please see, “Fear,”
continued on page 20.
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Janet Reno’s decision has forced Congress’s hand:
it is time for impeachment.

The United States
v. Bill Clinton
by Jared Burdin

T

he year was 1972. A couple of bandits
broke into the Watergate Hotel searching for some political dirt at Democratic
National Committee headquarters. Authorities caught the burglars, and two reporters
followed the money trail all the way to the
President’s men. It was never proven that
Richard Nixon himself ordered, consented
to, or knew of the break-in beforehand, but
the Watergate fall-out sufficiently shocked
and outraged the entire nation. Nixon’s
subsequent damage-control efforts, destroying evidence and thwarting the investigation, nearly sealed his fate in history as
America’s next impeached President.
Fast forward to 1993. Two decades
later, some might argue that the White
House hasn’t changed. But it certainly has—
for the worse. William J. Clinton’s presidency, from his first campaign through the
present administration, reeks of the most
vile corruption. Clinton crony Janet Reno’s
recent decision not to appoint an independent counsel to investigate the President’s
myriad transgressions has all but forced
Congress’s hand. The Attorney General’s
job is to represent the government, including the Chief Executive, setting up a conflict of interest.
A document of minor importance to
our modern system, the Constitution, complicates Reno’s decision. Under Article II,
Section I, the President of the United States
has sole power over the executive branch,
including the Justice Department. The independent counsel statute further grants
the President executive oversight in the
Attorney General’s decision. Congressional
pressure and the obvious appearance of a
conflict of interest drove Ms. Reno to deny
the Clinton executive oversight and seek
the guidance of the Director of the FBI.
This decision is unconstitutional and potentially illegal according to the independent counsel statute.
Reno’s own transgressions have

prompted some to question her integrity.
She thwarted congressional investigations
by opposing their proposals of immunity
for key witnesses and by defying court
orders for the release of documents. Ultimately, even if an independent counsel had
been appointed, the President could have
declared the entire process invalid under
the Constitution. Given Mr. Clinton’s track
record, this certainly would have surprised
no one. The only solution, then, is an
inquiry of impeachment— perhaps against
Reno as well.
Impeachment should never be taken
lightly, nor should the procedure be subordinated to political partisanship. An inquiry of impeachment would simply set up
an investigation into Bill Clinton’s activities. Unless the wording makes it explicit
that the objective is to impeach the President, the inquiry will not have any priority
over ordinary House business. An inquiry
does not require support in the House to be
set in motion; nor need the evidence to set
one up be adequate to prove one guilty, or
even admissible, in a court of law. The
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House could inquire into the gravity of the
alleged crimes and decide if removal from
office is in order.
Of course, many already know that
removal from office is called for. Only
cronies and those with their heads in the
sand would wonder why an investigation is
necessary. Since he took office in 1993,
Bill Clinton has been on a wild rampage,
defacing the office and esteem of the Presidency. Reno’s decision was but the icing
on the triple-layered cake.
Abuse and Obstruction
Let’s begin with Travelgate, in which
Clinton, in order to make room for more
buddies in his administration, fired the
employees of the White House Travel Office and subsequently sic’ed the IRS and
FBI on them, and Filegate, in which Clinton
invaded the privacy of his enemies by
illegally obtaining their FBI files. The
House Committee on Government Reform
and Oversight, in its September, 1996,
report, alleged that, “White House officials
engaged in a pattern of delay, deceit, and
obstruction of justice over the course of
three years of investigations into the Travel
Office and matters related to Vince Foster’s
death.” Clinton should face the same charge
as Nixon: causing “income tax audits or
other tax investigations to be initiated or
conducted in a discriminatory manner.”
But without a Congressional investigation,
he could very well get away with these
flagrant abuses.
Part of the case against Richard Nixon,
ironically conducted with the legal assis-

tance of a young Hillary Clinton, charged he agreed to cooperate with federal inves- fore illegal. Formerly associated with the
him with “preventing, obstructing, and tigators in return for a reduced sentence in Lippo Group, Huang received a high Comimpeding the administration of justice.” the fraud charges he faced in the Whitewater merce Department post, and Top Secret
President Clinton has outdone even Tricky investment scam. He then pleaded the Fifth clearance, attending 109 CIA security briefDick. Nixon was charged with “withhold- Amendment, as did fifty other witnesses ings. Evidence indicates he affected US
ing relevant and material evidence or infor- such as Clinton’s big contributor, Charlie policy toward Indonesia, Vietnam, and
mation” from investigators; the same could Trie. Eight more witnesses have fled the China, and that Lippo has benefited from
be said of Bill Clinton, who has withheld country, and twelve foreign witnesses have his “inside trading.” According to official
subpoenaed documents pertaining to the refused requested interviews.
records, Huang frequently contacted Lippo
Whitewater investigation, which strangely
This, unfortunately, is just the tip of offices, visited the Chinese embassy, and
disappeared, then miraculously reappeared the iceberg. The Lippo Group has been met with Red Chinese officials immedimonths later in the White House
ately after receiving intelligence
without explanation. Moreover,
and Top Secret reports
Bill Clinton’s presidency, from his first briefings
Clinton could not locate his tax
concerning China.
campaign through the present
returns after they were subpoeRoger Tamraz, who
naed. Several months later—
boasts
connections
to China and
administration, reeks of the most vile
marvel of marvels, they were
terrorists Moammar Qaddafy and
corruption. Janet Reno’s decision not to Saddam Hussein, is a major
found on a coffee table in Mrs.
Clinton’s private study.
appoint an independent counsel to Democratic Party donor. SeekOftentimes, when investigators
to win Clinton’s support for
investigate the President’s myriad ing
finally obtain certain documents,
his controversial, billion-dollar
transgressions leaves only one option.
words, lines, and occasionally
pipeline proposal from Turkey to
entire pages appear completely
the Caspian Sea, he donated
blacked out.
$300,000 to the DNC in exchange
The President is accused of
for an audience with Clinton. This
violating campaign finance laws
“White House tea” won Tamraz’s
by funneling “soft money”
proposal Clinton’s approval dethough the DNC to his reelecspite objections offered by Nation campaign. While opponents
tional Security Concil official
argue that Republicans are just
Sheila Heslin.
as culpable as Democrats when
it comes to campaign-financeWhere are Woodward and
law violations, Clinton holds the
Bernstein?
monopoly on bribery solicitaPerhaps the most chilltions, an impeachable offense.
ing revelation to come out of
The real outrage manifests itself
this ordeal is that the Establishin the fact that the President has
ment Media has sat back and
accepted foreign contributions
done nothing while foreigners
intended to affect policy for the
are allowed to buy out the White
benefit of America’s enemies
House. Unlike during the Nixon
and therefore to the detriment of
era, where reporters hand-delivour national security. This is not simple given a monopoly on huge segments of the ered much important evidence, none have
bribery solicitation; this is treason— also low-sulfur coal market— now, the only seriously analyzed this case, dismissing it
an impeachable offense.
comparable and accessible coal field in the on grounds that there is no technical illeNixon was charged with “making pay- world is South Kalimantan, Indonesia. This gality and that “the GOP does the same
offs “for the purpose of obtaining the si- is because the United Sates’ largest coal thing.” The Fourth Estate is yawning and
lence or influencing the testimony of wit- field, the Kaiparowitz Plateau, worth $1 refusing to even broadcast proceedings.
nesses.” Evidence suggests the Indonesian trillion in low-sulfur coal, was rendered off But Bill Clinton is not simply, as Nixon
conglomerate, the Lippo Group, half of limits by Clinton’s executive order con- put it, “a crook”; he is a traitor to his
which is owned by Red China, may have structing the 1.7 acre grand Staircase country. And if he were a Republican, the
paid Webster Hubbell and Susan Escalante National Monument in Utah. The media would have forced him to pay the
MacDougal “hush money” to refrain from Lippo Group is one of Clinton’s largest price for that penalty already.
implicating the President in any illegal contributors, and this breach of national
Whitewater deals in Arkansas. President security has helped finance his presidency.
Mr. Burdin is a freshman majoring in
Nixon’s $75,000 hush money pay-off to
Chinese-born US citizen and Clinton
computer engineering.
Howard Hunt pales in comparison to the friend John Huang raised $3 million for the
nearly $1 million which mysteriously DNC, half of which was returned because
flooded into Hubbell’s bank account after it came from foreign sources and was there-
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Genetic engineering can improve
future generations of humanity.

Better Living
Through Science
by Mike Abelson

T

he ability to encourage the birth of
genetically outstanding offspring is
now more plausible than ever before. Improving an embryo or an infant’s developmental environment through genetic engineering or other biological innovations
holds unimaginable benefits. Yet, as a society we generally fear “eugenics.” Allowing future generations the potential for
greater genetic pedigree instills irrational
fear in many. We may fear its moral implications, we may fear it out of ignorance, or
we may simply fear it out of insecurity with
our own genetic makeup. But it harbors
great potentials, and research into this field
should not be repressed because of irrational fears.
There are currently only a handful of
methods to alter genes, the codes of genetic
inheritance. The first is known as germline alteration. This technique inserts a
gene into the sperm or egg, or even the
early embryo or zygote. Another common
method is somatic-cell gene therapy, in
which a functional gene replaces a diseased cell. Unlike germ-line alteration,
this method does not address the defect in
future generations; the diseased gene is
only temporarily repaired and not eliminated from the line of inheritance. The
newest, most heavily publicized technique
is cloning. Cloning allows an adult’s genetic code to be wholly recreated in a new
generation. The relative scarcity of genetic-engineering techniques is not a reflection of the science’s potential but rather
the fear with which society associates it.
On November 17, 1994, molecular
biologist Dr. John Faban expressed his own
fear of genetic engineering. He returned
$614,000 in Federal grant money to the
National Institutes of Health to protest
against the “dangerous potentials” of the
science. Trying to suppress it, Fagan lobbied for a fifty-year moratorium and
dropped his genetic research in favor of

research into traditional Indian medicine.
While Fagan may be more vocal than the
masses, his sentiments are by no means
unique. In a 1997 CNN poll of one thousand Americans, 69% were scared of the
possibility of cloning humans, 89% were
morally opposed, and 74% believed it conflicted with the will of God.
The common objections to eugenics
are generally founded on unsound reasoning. Some believe that altering genes is
unnatural; the geneticist would be ‘playing
God’ and interfering with the domain of
Mother Nature. But humans already play
God. Whether through deforestation or
civilization’s developments, humans constantly alter nature and reshape the world.
Both the image of a personified Mother
Nature and the concept of “unnatural” seem
out of place in our modernized scientific
world. As David Pearce, researcher at Better Living
Through
Chemistry,
eloquently
points out,
“Archaic romanticism
about
the
physical
world is, of
course, impossible to
reconcile with
the Neo-Darwinian synthesis. As has
been all too
aptly
observed, our
genes just use
us, then throw
us away.”
M a n y
people find
genetic engi-
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neering unnatural because it changes the
most fundamental aspects of our make-up.
But we depend, to a large degree, on external influences; our culture, environment
and social system may shape us as much as
our genes. This objection against genetic
engineering may also stem from the American ideal of “fairness.” Genes are randomly apportioned through independent
assortment. Germ-line gene therapy—
through selective genetic repairs and replacement— attempts to instill order into
this chaos. “If the biological inheritance of
genes is like the random deal of cards, then
the Western notion of fairness would cause
many to consider germ-line therapy as
‘cheating.’” Instead of articulating this
notion and revealing the fear that others
may have ‘unfair’ advantages, many people
simply label genetic engineering “unnatural.” Pearce concurs, “‘Unnatural’ here is
no more than a pejorative label to stigmatize rather than rationally argue.”
Changing genes is not so out of line
with the laws of nature when those laws are
altered by reshaping the world. Civilization and industrialization has seemed to
eliminate Darwinian natural selection in
the human race. We have no predators to
eliminate the weak and crippled; instead,
through feelings of humanitarianism or
political motivation, we prop up the weak
and attempt to ensure their success. These

people then reproduce and add their weaker
genes to society’s collective gene pool.
Advances in medicine have also led to an
increase in the number of people with
genetic defects who live to a reproductive
age. It may sound harsh, but natural selection is based on the brusque laws where
only the fittest survive to propagate. Without these “natural” mechanisms to monitor
the quality of our species, “artificial” means
are the only way to correct the imbalances
we have made through the alteration of our
world.
Before modern advances in genetic
science, eugenics could only be achieved
through crude and morally condemnable
government interference, as in the Supreme
Court case of Buck v. Bell where Justice
Holmes permitted the state of Virginia to
forcibly sterilize the “feeble-minded.”
When Holmes wrote his opinion in
1924, the gene
had not even been
discovered.
Sexual sterilization seemed the
only way to prevent
further deformities and
misery. But genetic engineering is far more humane.
An individual that Virginia might have
sterilized in 1924 could easily, through
genetic engineering, parent a perfectly “normal” child today. While her responsibility
as a parent may come into question, such
harsh methods as sterilization are not the
only way to prevent genetic deformities.
Research into genetics can shed light on
cures for genetic disorders. There are some
2,600 known genetic diseases and 300 types
of chromosomal diseases. Duscheene muscular dystrophy, many forms of cancer,
Alzheimers, diabetes and coronary heart
disorder are all genetically inherited. These diseases tax the socialized medical system and,
consequently, the taxpayers.
On average, it costs about
$100,000 a year for a cardiac transplant and subsequent therapy. If somatic
gene therapy were in
widespread use, it would
require fewer hospital visits, costing much less. Gene
line therapy seems even more promising.
Instead of simply eliminating the heart
problem or genetic defect in oneself, one

would eliminate the heart problem
or genetic defect in future generations as well.
Unfortunately, public attitude towards this problem in the
US is blinded by extremist egalitarian ideology that perpetuates the unfair association of
genetic engineering with totalitarianism. Indeed, a New
Statesman article earlier this
year maliciously labeled
such efforts “repugnant” and
“Nazi-eugenics.” But bettering the human race
through genetics need not be executed through an authoritarian state. On the contrary,
only capitalism can foster
the requisite scientific advancements. Moreover, a
high concentration of superb genotypes would increase the value of a
nation’s labor force, expanding its productivity
and growth. Nor would
such blessings rely on
government funds. Most
of the money for genetic advancements
would come from the private sector,
mainly from parents who stand to
benefit from healthier children.
Presently, the US attempts
to iron out social discrepancies
through wealth redistribution like welfare,
Medicare, and public
education. But what
better way to even the
playing field than to
eliminate genetic disability? Others go even
further, proposing that science create a new
generation of equally talented, defectfree children. Children would remain
offspring of their respective parents
and thus be genetically distinctive, but each would somehow
be given the same increase
in intelligence, physique,
and repairs to damaged
genes. But such mad-scientist approaches to
genetics are doubtlessly responsible for its
public image problem.
These schemes present an array of
political, social, and logistic problems. Au-

thor Roger Pearson goes as
far as stating that a scheme
such as this is the only way
that humans can continue
to thrive, arguing, “There
is now no reasonable excuse for refusing to face
the fact that nothing
but…eugenics...can
save our civilization
from the fate that has
overtaken all previous
civilizations.” Such
broad generalizations
should not breed associations to Nazism. To condemn genetic
engineering as a whole because of Hitler’s
final solution— or the rhetoric of a few
extremists today— as book reviewer Glayde
Whitney explains, “makes no more sense
than to condemn all of pharmaceutical
science or medical surgery because German science and applications were well
developed in those fields.” To repress a
valuable science today because of its admittedly tarnished past threatens the continued advancement of humanity.
We humans must see past our hollow
fears and objections if we wish to continue
reshaping most parts of our world. We
either destroy nature
or alter it— as with
agriculture— to serve
our growing needs.
This control over the
organic
world
means that nature,
and many of its
laws, no longer
bind us. Natural
selection and
other natural checks against deformities no
longer remain active. In this context of an
altered world, it does not seem so “unnatural” to fight against harmful genetic defects. Public fears of eugenics and genetic
engineering should not translate into the
suppression of science. The pursuit of
knowledge has been an outstanding characteristic of humans, especially in this country. We cannot afford to throw away that
gift along with the health and success of
future generations.
Mr. Abelson is a freshman
who has not yet declared a major.
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description of the Pan-African, or Black
Nationalism, Flag. The flag, which was
created in 1920, consists of three horizonare they condoning and contributing to tal stripes from top to bottom; red, black,
mediocrity, but they’re driving Yugos. A and green. The red stands for blood. The
explanation states, “We
(Black Americans) lost our
The red on the Pan-African flag stands land through blood; and we
gain it except through
for blood. The explanation states, “We cannot
blood.... Without the shed(Black Americans) lost our land ding of blood, there can be
through blood; and we cannot gain it no redemption of this race.”
This was written after the
except through blood.... Without the Civil War, after hundreds of
shedding of blood, there can be no thousands of lives, both black
white, had been sacriredemption of this race.” This is feel- and
ficed for the redemption of
good information?
black rights. But black radicals apparently feel that more
healthy American marketplace— like a bloodshed is necessary. This is feel-good
healthy American community— has no information?
The black stripe in the middle of the
place for racial discrimination.
In hopes of finding something more flag stands for “the Black Man in this
celebratory and upbeat, one might look to hemisphere” who “has yet to obtain land
a portion of the Kwanzaa literature Capen which is represented by the Green [stripe
House distributes entitled “Feel-Good In- on the flag]. The acquisition of land is the
formation.” Here, one can find an in-depth highest aspiration for the Black man on this

continent, since without land there can be
no freedom, justice, independence, or equality.” No argument needs to be made against
the idea that blacks don’t have land. Just
tell Bill Cosby or Don King— or, for that
matter, some of your fellow students— that
they have yet to acquire property. The
symbols of the Pan-African Flag are not
just inaccurate but representative of a dangerous revolutionary agenda.
Like the flag, Kwanzaa is also about
politics— and certainly not religion or
spirituality. Holidays are normally sublime things; everyone is happy, strangers
smile at each other, cards and pleasantries
are exchanged, and, if it’s a really good
one, everybody gets the day off. But no
American should be able to tolerate— much
less celebrate— Kwanzaa with a clear conscience. It fundamentally stands against
some of the main principles of American
culture, values integral to our identity and
success as a nation: patriotism, integration,
and a liberal free-market economy.

With this in mind, the chapel need not
compromise its “open” stance, no matter
whom it may consider unethical. More
importantly, it need not fear “closedness”
to homosexuals should it not hold union
ceremonies. If the chapel acts even partially in fear of angering a group, it sacrifices the inherent value of each person.

The folks at Goddard can learn a lesson from Paul. Instead of reaching out to
groups, which immediately raises barriers,
the chapel should reach out to any individuals who sincerely wish to avail themselves
of its spiritual services.
In order to remedy the problem of
alienation, the answer is not to make provi-

“Fear,” continued from page 15.

“Chapel,” continued from page 10.
added, “I continue to have personal work to
do to root out vestiges of my own
heterosexism. I will also do all in my power
to make any spiritual occasions over which
I preside affirming and sensitive to the
inherent worth and dignity of gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgendered people.” Indeed, McLennan’s church, the Unitarian
Universalist denomination, boasts a national Office of Gay Affairs.
But God, who loves all equally and
unconditionally, makes no special concessions to those we might call “disadvantaged.” Religious leaders should follow
suit. McLennan was right in noting the
worth and dignity of his addressees; however, that would have been enough.
Every one of us has God’s blessing and
a unique and valuable contribution to offer.
Regardless of political, ethnic, or social
differences, we can support each other in
this way. To recognize the individuals of
God’s creation is to celebrate ourselves as
a spiritual family. The chapel can do immeasurably more for Tufts by standing as a
model of this than by participating in PC
trends that pull us apart.

C

Mr. De Vaul is a freshman
majoring in Drama.

onsider Paul Baumer, To recognize the individuals of God’s
the thoughtful hero of
Erich Maria Remarque’s creation is to celebrate ourselves as a
World War I novel All Quiet spiritual family. The chapel can do
on the Western Front. The
young German soldier is torn immeasurably more for Tufts by standing
between fierce, blind patrio- as a model of this than by participating
tism— the sentiment spur- in PC trends that pull us apart.
ring the conflict— and an
instinctive brotherhood with fellow sol- sion after symbolic provision for any seemdiers of any nation. The climax of this inner ingly “underrepresented” group. Toward
turmoil comes for Paul when he mourns the this end, Goddard can benefit from a truly
life of a French soldier he just killed. When inclusive attitude towards the University’s
he sees the dead soldier for the individual religious community, one which avoids
he was, and not just another Frenchman, his provisions and eschews group labels in
true spirit of unity surfaces.
favor of the individual.
The point is that unity of substance exists
Miss Shingle is a junior majoring
only at the individual level. Paul and his
in Music and Asian Studies.
comrades killed more effectively, managing
to suppress emotion, when they labeled all
French soldiers collectively “the enemy.”
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Establishing with new strength
the case for Reagan as statesman.

First In War,
First In Peace
by Craig Waldman

S

peaking at Stanford University in 1990,
Mikhail Gorbachev declared the Cold
War finished. Then, he continued, “And let
us not wrangle over who won it,” much to
the delight of the students and faculty in
attendance, who applauded roaringly. Less
than a decade after the implosion of the
Soviet Union, most Americans appear to

Book Review: Dinesh D’Souza’s
Ronald Reagan
The Free Press, 264 pp, $25.00

accept this casually dismissive view. Of
course, Gorbachev would like history to
forget that the Soviet Union lost, but no
American should accept this heresy. We
won the Cold War, not by mistake, not by
chance, but by the brilliant strategy of an
erstwhile actor with no prior foreign policy
experience.
In his new book, Ronald Reagan: How
an Ordinary Man Became an Extraordinary Leader, former aide Dinesh D’Souza
sheds new light on the stunning achievements of a man the Left still tries to portray
as a political joker. Where most earlier
conservative assessments of Reagan were
simple honoraria, D’Souza proves that
Reagan won his victories on merit above all
else. The book shines in all important regards, but in setting straight the record of
just how the Cold War ended and how
America brought the Soviet Union to its
knees, it performs perhaps its most crucial
service to history.
D’Souza writes that Reagan served in
a challenging era, and “by any measure his
record is astonishing.” According to Margaret Thatcher, he won the Cold War, made
the world safe for capitalism and democracy, and revived the American national

spirit. “No other American president other
than Washington, Lincoln, and FDR can
claim a legacy of comparable distinction,”
asserts D’Souza.
In the three chapters which encompass
Ronald Reagan’s handling of the “Evil
Empire,” D’Souza starts from a curious
and enlightening idea: that Reagan alone
foresaw the imminent collapse of the Soviet system. Certainly no one in the Washington establishment shared this belief.
While others trembled before the superficial might of the USSR, the Gipper termed
it a “sick bear.” As he saw it, no country
could survive for long by fostering mediocrity. Communism provides no incentive
to work hard; everyone knows already how
much money they will be earning and when
it will be coming. In a communist regime,
ingenuity, creativity, and hard work simply do not matter. Without the free exchange of ideas and the motivation to work
hard, a regime can only move backwards
Despite this evidence, no major office
in Washington predicted the demise of the
communist threat in our time; not the CIA,
not the State Department, not even outspoken hawkish conservatives. Henry
Kissinger frequently likened the relationship between the US and the USSR to the
ancient stalemate between Athens and
Sparta. But with his belief in the internal
weakness of the Soviets, Reagan knew that
America could and would defeat this “bizarre chapter in human history.” Cutting
through the usual diplomatic red tape would
prove one of those important moves.
The address he delivered at the
Brandenburg gate surely deserves a place
in history alongside Roosevelt’s call to war
after the bombing of Pearl Harbor and
Kennedy’s exhortation to “ask not what
your country can do for you….” Standing
astride the wall which separated, literally,
the free West from the oppressed East,
President Reagan gave his Soviet counter-

part this challenge: “General Secretary
Gorbachev, if you seek peace, if you seek
prosperity for the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe, if you seek liberalization: Come
here to this gate. Mr. Gorbachev, open this
gate. Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall.”
In meeting after meeting, State department
diplocrats removed that line, only to see it
reappear in each subsequent revision. Still,
before the decade closed, the hand-wringers and naysayers saw the wall tumble
down.
But where former presidents satisfied
themselves with rhetoric, Reagan took concrete action at home and abroad. Freedom,
he knew, would triumph not just in the
Soviet Union but in its satellites as well.
The President viewed freedom-fighting in
foreign lands as all-important and spoke
from the bully pulpit numerous times about
the spread of communism and the need to
support movements seeking to expel Soviet usurpers. In Poland, American support
directed through the AFL-CIO proved crucial to the survival of the union Solidarity.
Likewise, just as Soviet and Chinese aid
sustained the North Vietnamese campaign
against the US, Reagan insisted on making
Afghanistan the “Soviets’ Vietnam.”
D’Souza also details the situations in
both Grenada and Nicaragua, showing
Grenada’s importance as “the first time in
postwar history that a communist takeover
of a nation had been reversed by overt
military action.” America defeated a dicta-

Continued on the next page.
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Affirmative Action Update

Affirmative Action Update
Affirmative Action Update
Affirmative Action Update
Even today, mention of the Strategic De- to threaten killing tens of millions of
Continued from the previous page.
fense Initiative, known more popularly as theirs?… Wouldn’t it be better to save lives
“Star Wars,” provokes laughter and casual than to avenge them?” “In a few sentor and restored freedom. Victory in Nicara- scorn in otherwise sensible and fair-minded tences,” D’Souza writes, “Reagan decigua proved more illusory. After the over- people. At the time of its inception, The mated the logic of MAD and launched
throw of the Somoza regime, the Sandinistas New York Times called it “a pipe dream, a American strategic policy into a new era.”
proclaimed dictatorship of the proletariat and projection of fantasy into policy.” Belat- Furthermore, Reagan saw in the Soviet
petitioned an all-too-willing USSR for aid.
edly, a few scholars are admitting that by protests of his plans their most ringing
After disappointments in the Soviet forcing the Soviets to spend perilously high endorsement. The Soviets feared the poUnion, China, and Cuba, American leftists sums on defense, programs like SDI en- tential of American technology so strongly
saw in Nicaragua all the old longings for a couraged the collapse of the USSR. But, for that the mere threat of attempting to desocialist utopia, and opposed bitterly every Ronald Reagan, “Star Wars” signified velop strategic defenses forced them back
attempt to fund the ragtag Contra army. something much more important: the physi- to the negotiating table. Once again,
Reagan, however, refused to alReagan’s simpleminded logic
low the Soviets to set up a new
showed up buildings full of highlybase of operations in the Western
educated foreign policy experts.
hemisphere. Through various
In D’Souza’s words, “Reagan
sources varying from legitimate
turned out to be our Churchill; it
to genuinely corrupt (as in the
was his vision and leadership that
Iran-Contra affair), the White
led us to victory.”
House ensured the survival of the
In the closing chapter of his
Contras for over ten years. Fibook, Dinesh D’Souza reminds us
nally, in 1990, George Bush and
of many of the ironies which today
Jim Wright, the Speaker of the
define the Reagan presidency. UnHouse, convinced the Sandinistas
der his watch great things occurred,
to hold elections; which they lost
yet, because of his personal simdecisively, much to the consterplicity, not affected but genuine,
nation of their fellow-travelers.
no one could quite believe he was
D’Souza notes that “with the rout
really responsible for it. “There is
of the Sandistas, a century of illumuch about leadership we can learn
sion on the part of Western leftists
from him today. Our world is the
finally came to an end.” Presented
one he made, and our challenge
with a free choice between capinow is fulfill his vision for
talism and communism, people
America.”
voted for free societies and open
In the last few days before
markets. In the words of radical
leaving office in January 1989,
activist William Sloane Coffin,
Reagan met briefly with D’Souza
“They voted with their bellies,
and other aides to celebrate their
not with their hearts.”
successes. Then, the Great ComThe defeats of these two tyrmunicator “murmur[ed], almost
annies were easy by comparison
apologetically, ‘They tell me I have
to the Soviet Union. Defeating
to go.’” Not long after, the Gipper
the Soviets demanded strength, time, and cal protection of American citizens against was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s Disease,
endurance. Reagan knew that America as- nuclear destruction. Students of interna- as if to say that for him there could be no
sumed some risk in defeating the Soviets; tional relations theory will realize that if justice on Earth, no chance to see the record
war, by its nature, demands taking risks. successful, such a defense naturally ren- set straight. Dinesh D’Souza, though, would
But by comprehending the internal decay ders the principle of Mutually Assured have us believe this wouldn’t bother our
of the USSR, he also realized that he could Destruction (MAD) null and void; the Union man one bit. The “lion in winter,” Ronald
force it to back down and eventually sur- of Concerned Scientists warned that aban- Reagan will pass the final years of his life
render. Unlike his contemporaries, Reagan doning MAD could only presage a new confident of what he accomplished and
viewed the Cold War as a dynamic game in arms race in space. After so many years of characteristically unconcerned with the
which dramatic moves could alter the bal- allegiance to this theory, perhaps it was opinions of an elite he never respected in
ance of power and produce eventual vic- only natural that people accepted it as the the first place. Ronald Reagan is truly, in
tory. America, he knew, could beat the sole way to operate.
the words of one pundit, “the last cowboy
Soviets by pursuing a military build-up of
D’Souza quotes Reagan refuting this: president.”
major proportions.
“Is there either logic or morality in believMr. Waldman is a freshman
One of the programs Reagan pursued ing that if one side threatens to kill tens of
who
has not yet declared a major.
won him especially undeserved criticism. millions of our people, our only recourse is
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Beat the X-mas toy rush with O-K Toys’s discount items!

O-K

V ir tual UNICCO
Cyber pet

tOys

Taking care of a UNICCO cyberpet is a
huge responsibility. If you don’t coddle it
for life and let it fall asleep on the job
every day, you’ll never hear it shut up.

$1250

Dewick-MacPhie
Aztec-Rubbed Flubber
A great meal that’s
almost alive.

$1,45000
per semester

Tickle-Me Janet Reno
The hottest doll this Christmas and last!
Give her a tickle every morning or
she’ll burn your house down!

$2999

per hour

Ebonics Speak-And-Spell
A wonderful edutainment toy to
give to your children or your bitch!
Watch them dazzle you with their
mastery of the sort-of English
language!

WE

IN’
SPELL

$999
You Don
w J
ac
k
Don’’t Kno
Know
Jac
ack
Clinton Scandals CD-ROM
Pop it in and marvel at
what you don’t know.

$1,500,00099
per night
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
Kwanzaa is a holiday
Kwanzaa, Kwanzaa, Kwanzaa
Is an African holiday
Seven Principles
Seven Candles
Seven Black days for the African
—the official Kwanzaa Song
Always stay in with the outs.
—David Halberstam
The Jews and Arabs should settle their dispute
in the true spirit of Christian charity.
—Alexander Wiley
Americans are big boys. You can talk them into
almost anything. Sit with them for half an hour
over a bottle of whiskey and be a nice guy.
—Nguyen Cao Ky
If you’re going to plagiarize, go way back.
—Barry Goldwater
When you are smashing monuments, save the
pedestals— they always come in handy.
—Stanislaw Lec
The oilcan is mightier than the sword.
—Everett Dirksen
The best audience is intelligent, well-educated,
and a little drunk.
—Alben W. Barkley
Senators are a prolific source of advice, and
most of it is bad.
—Dean Acheson
If you want to read about love and marriage,
you’ve got to buy two separate books.
—Larry King
I know a man who gave up smoking, drinking,
sex, and rich food. He was healthy right up to
the time he killed himself.
—Anthony Quinn
Whoever said money can’t buy happiness didn’t
know where to shop.
—Donald Trump
The first requirement of a statesman is that he
be dull. This is not always easy to achieve.
—Dean Acheson

You really have to be careful of politicians who
have no further ambitions: they may run for the
presidency.
—Harry S. Truman
Never trust a man unless you’ve got his pecker
in your pocket.
—Lyndon Baines Johnson
America is the only place where man is fullgrown.
—Oliver Wendell Holmes
Democrats really piss me off.
—Eric Cartman
We don’t believe compassion should be
measured by the size of the safety net, but by the
number of rungs on the ladder of opportunity.
—Jack Kemp
Americans never quit.
—General Douglas MacArthur
We are the yardstick by which all other countries
measure themselves.
—Lynn Martin
The only question remaining about the decline
of Western civilization is the pace.
—Robert Bork
Politics is supposed to be the second oldest
profession. I have come to realize that it bears
a very close resemblance to the first.
—Ronald Reagan
In theory, Marge, communism works. In theory.
—Homer J. Simpson
My only fear is that if we ever do wise up and
dump the federal government I’ll be out of
material.
—Dave Barry
It is a socialist idea that making profits is a
vice; I consider that the real vice is making
losses.
—Winston Churchill
Knowledge can be communicated, but not
wisdom. One can find it, live it, be fortified by
it, but one cannot communicate and teach it.
—Herman Hesse

We hang little thieves and take our hats off to
the great ones.
—Anonymous
I’m not against the police; I’m just afraid of
them.
—Alfred Hitchcock
Freedom is the right to tell people what they do
not want to hear.
—George Orwell
Education is an admirable thing, but it is well
to remember from time to time that nothing that
is worth knowing can be taught.
—Oscar Wilde
Retraction: The “Greek Special” is a huge 18
inch pizza and not a huge 18 inch penis, as
described in an ad. Blondie’s Pizza would like
to apologize for any confusion Friday’s ad may
have caused.
—correction printed in The Daily
Califorrnian
I’m all for diversity if by diversity you mean
bringing lots more exotic chicks to campus. I
like that.
—Neil Sheffield
Lead your life so that you can look any man in
the eye and tell him to go to hell.
—Anonymous
Voters don’t decide issues, they decide who
will decide issues.
—George Will
Q: What’s the difference between Louise
Woodward and a Thanksgiving turkey?
A: The turkey serves 8 to 10.
—Francis X. Rockett
Elvis is in fact a Republican.
—John Kasich
How much fame, money, and power does a
woman have to achieve on her own before you
can punch her in the face?
—P.J. O’Rourke
Individuality is to be preserved and respected
everywhere, as the root of everything good.
—Jean Paul Richter

